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1 Introduction 

This is a description of the Elhub Messaging Interface (EMIF). The audience of this document are 
developers and architects of systems that are to integrate with Elhub. The purpose is to give an 
understanding of the integration patterns of Elhub. Along with this document you will also find the 
WSDLs for the Elhub integration, a SoapUI package (see Appendix) that demonstrates the integration 
patterns and the BIM (Business Information Model) documentation that describes the different 
business documents that are sent and received. In addition, the BRSs (Business Requirement 
Specifications) will describe the processes. These are not included here. 

This document and SoapUI package is for version 1.7 of the BIM. 
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2 Change Log 

Date Version Change 

30.06.2015 0.5  Removed message encryption. Will use transport encryption 

 Removed explicit gzip element and use transport compression 

 Added optional confirm message 
 Added physical sender to the message header 

 Added better filter options to the polling services 

 

28.08.2015 1.0  Stricter rules for the timing of sending of metering values has been 
added 

 Removed a duplicate entry of PortfolioOverview from the 
PollMarketProcesses WSDL 

 Added support for WS-Security to the WSDLs 
 Changed description of requesting positive Acknowledgement to also 

allow it for service requests 

 Changed description of what to do in case of transport failures with two 
more options 

 Added comments regarding UUID 
 Removed the MoreValuesAvailable flag from the polling response. 

 General rephrasings 

 

22.10.2015 1.1  BIM has been updated (see separate change log) 
 Changed Soap Faults to being signed 

 Corrected errors relating to signing in the SoapUI projects 

 Added more details regarding rules for sending frequency of metering 
values 

 Added some information regarding how to connect to the SoapUI 
package using .Net 

 CollectedData can now be returned from the metering value polling in 
accordance with BRS-NO-311 

 Added information related to xml contents (namespaces, whitespaces, 
content type) 

 

05.02.2016 1.5  Using a common version number for several documents 

 BIM has been updated (see separate change log) 
 Added description of rules related to updates of estimated annual 

consumption 

 Documentation regarding Security also describes that Soap Faults are 
signed. The WSDL was updated in the previous release 

 Added comment that certificates used for signing must be of type non-
repudiation 

 Added information regarding certificates during test 

 Cardinality in the poll result is changed from 9999 to unbounded. This is 
done to prevent memory issues when doing XSD validation in Java. 
There will be no change to the amount of data returned 
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Date Version Change 

 Hourly values for exchange points and production points are not limited 
by the daily sending rule 

 

31.05.2016 1.6  Added warning related to parallel sending of messages 

 

13.01.2017 1.7  Detailed polling frequency rules 
 Added support for negative Acknowledgement from grid owner for 

meter indexes and estimated annual consumption received from a 
balance supplier 

 New namespaces. All namespaces change from *:v1 to *:v2 
 Added description of principles for future version changes 

 Added new Soap Fault code to indicate the message was rejected due 
to date restrictions 

 Changed phrasing to get rid of the word "should" as it is ambiguous 
 Cleanups in the rules regarding sending interval data 

 Cleanups regarding polling rules 

 Added warning regarding repeated namespaces and pretty printing of 
xml 
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3 Technology 

The Elhub Messaging Interface will be based on SOAP 1.1 web services and uses the following WS-* 
technologies: 

 WS-Security 
 WS-Policy 

Elhub will provide a set of WSDLs for the integration. 

3.1 Security 
Messages will be transport encrypted by HTTPS (TLS 1.2). In addition, certificates will be used to sign 
the messages using WS-Security. The signing requires the use of an enterprise certificate with non-
repudiation. The enterprise certificate must be from an issuer trusted by Elhub and messages signed 
using the enterprise certificate must contain the organization number of the sending market party 
(the physical sender). Elhub expects to support  Buypass  and  Commfides . We have provided two 
sets with WSDLs where one set contains WS-Security and one does not (this is shown by the file 
names of the WSDLs). There are support for both WSDL sets in the SoapUI package . The HTTPS 
encryption is handled by Elhub with no need for any certificates for the market parties for this. 

There will be no message encryption using WS-Security. Due to this, it is the responsibility of the 
sender of the message to make sure it can only be sent to Elhub (or the Ediel portal for 
testing/certification) by for example only adding the Elhub certificate to the truststore (Java) or by 
having some other mechanisms in place to make sure connections only connect to Elhub. Accepting 
self-signed or outdated certificates and connections without a certificate must be avoided. 

Elhub's use of WS-Security is described using WS-Policy. If you cannot use WS-Policy, this is a textual 
description of Elhub's use of WS-Security: AsymmetricBindingAssertion indicates to use asymmetric 
encryption, where the requestor’s certificate (X509v3) must be used for signature. The InitiatorToken 
field indicates that the request token must be an X509v3 token and that it must be included with all 
request messages, while the RecipientToken field indicates that response token has to be X509v3 but 
will not be included in any message. To identify the token, a keyIdentifier will be used – specified by 
MustSupportKeyRefIdentitier field. Timestamp is also needed for inclusion to circumvent replay 
attacks (see https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Web_Services), and as such - by default - this is also 
signed. The OnlySignEntireHeadersAndBody field dictates that only the entire header or body is 
allowed to signed – to mitigate XML Signature wrapping. And lastly, we only dictate that the Body-
element of the SOAP Envelope needs to be signed – both for the request and for the response. This 
also includes Soap Faults. 

3.1.1 Certificates During Testing 

When running tests towards Elhub, like for instance in system vendor trials, it is not necessary to use 
production certificates from Buypass or Commfides. Both of these will issue test certificates and we 
recommend using these instead. 

3.2 Compression 
Compression will be used to minimize the amount of data to send on potentially large data sets. 
Compression will be used on the transport channel ( HTTP ). This will be standard HTTP compression. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SOAP
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_service
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WS-Security
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WS-Policy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_Services_Description_Language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTPS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_Layer_Security
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WS-Security
https://www.buypass.no/
https://www.commfides.com/
https://www.ediel.no/Portal
https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Web_Services
https://www.buypass.no/
https://www.commfides.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext_Transfer_Protocol
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTP_compression
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Elhub will require compression on metering data messages and the client system must also support 
compression for messages received from Elhub (result from the pol ling interfaces). Tests have shown 
that compressing a metering value message can reduce the size of the message by 95%.  

When sending compressed data, compress using GZIP. This means the following HTTP header must 
be set: "Content-Encoding: gzip" 

When sending polling messages, the following HTTP header must be set to allow Elhub to send the 
return data compressed: "Accept-Encoding: gzip". It is allowed to add other compression schemes as 
well on Accept-Encoding, but GZIP must be one of the supported ones. 

http://www.gzip.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_HTTP_header_fields
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4 Data to Send 

The data transported using the web services will be data defined in the BIM. There will be some 
additional SOAP packaging around the data. 
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5 Versioning 

The WSDLs will be versioned in the namespace and the version will change when changes that break 
the interface are added. The namespace used for this version of the specification end in v2.  

In future changes to the specifications we will follow these principles: 

 All changes in the interface will require a new namespace 

 The different versions will have different endpoints 

 Changes will be communicated well in advance of the changes 
 Reason for changes will be serious errors in the interface or updates to functionality 

requiring changes to the information and structure in the messages 

 There will be a set date for the changeover that all market parties must respect 

 Messages received in the old version will be processed with the rules of the old version and  
response messages will be in the old version 

 The systems must be prepared to poll on both the old and the new interface  

 The transition window where there can be data for both versions is typically in the order of 
magnitude of the longest period of time a business process can be in a waiting state 

 Messages sent in before the time of the version change are to be sent in the old version  
 Messages sent in after the time of the version change are to be sent in the new version with 

the exception of polling messages which can still be sent in the old version 

 The rules (and in particular the last two ones) might be adjusted for some version changes. 
This will be done in cooperation with the market. 
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6 Integration Pattern 

Elhub will use synchronous web services. The processing of the request will in most cases be done 
asynchronously, but Elhub will send an http 200 to signal that the message was received in the SOAP 
response. 

The only messages that will be processed synchronously are some query requests where Elhub is to  
give a response immediately. 

For messages that are processed asynchronously, a separate polling service will return the result of 
the processing. The same service will also return messages the market party is to receive due to 
actions by other market parties and actions by Elhub. This means Elhub will not actively send a 
message to any recipient. 

6.1 Service Description 
There is one WSDL for each of the services described below (as mentioned above, there are two sets 
with WSDLs where one supports WS-Security and one does not. The WSDLs are otherwise identical). 

 MarketProcesses: Asynchronous processing of all market processes doing updates in Elhub. 
Examples are registering a change of balance supplier and updating of customer data.  

 Query: Handles queries for data. There are three types of queries: Synchronous queries 
where the result is to be returned immediately, asynchronous queries where the result will 
be available within a short time on the polling interface and asynchronous queries that will 
need manual processing and the result of these will be made available on the polling 
interface at a later time. Examples are queries to be forwarded to the grid owners and 
upfront validation of metering points. 

 MeteringValues: Asynchronous processing of metering values. Examples are hourly values 
and non-continuous values. 

 PollMarketProcesses: Results from asynchronous processing and other data that the market 
party is to receive. This interface returns everything not related to metering values. Examples 
are rejections of supplier changes and notification of updated customer data. 

 PollMeteringValues: Returns metering values the market party is to receive. This includes 
both metering point values and aggregated values. In addition, information about rejected 
metering values, reminders for metering values and rejections related to queries for 
metering values are returned on this service. 

With exception of the polling services, there will be one message in the WSDLs for each BIM type to 
send. The naming convention used is <BIM type>Request. This means to send a start of supply, the 
message to send is an RequestStartOfSupplyRequest message with a RequestStartOfSupply BIM type 
inside it. To send an end of supply you send a RequestEndOfSupplyRequest. The only element inside 
these types will be the BIM type. For the polling services, the result can be a message containing 
several BIM types at the same time. 

The production version of Elhub will use WSDLs with WS-Security. The WSDLs without WS-Security is 
to make initial development easier. Possibly the first version of the Ediel Portal test solution for Elhub 
will use WSDLs without WS-Security. 

https://www.ediel.no/Portal
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6.2 Examples of Use 

6.2.1 Request Start of Supply 

This request is used when a balance supplier is to start supplying a metering point. 

When Elhub receives the request, a check of the message signing is done. If this fails, a SOAP Fault 
will be returned. Next an XSD validation is done and if it fails, a SOAP Fault will be returned. If the 
message passes both of these, a confirmation that the message was received is returned by an http 
200. This does not mean that the change of supplier will be effectuated as the processing of Request 
Start of Supply request is done asynchronously and may be rejected for functional reasons. If this 
happens, a Reject Start of Supply message will be returned on the market processes polling service.  

If there is some transport failure where the SOAP Response is not received by the sender, the sender 
does not know if the message was received by Elhub or not as it in general will not know if the error 
occurred before or after Elhub received the message. We see three ways of handling this situation 
(Elhub does not utilize WS-ReliableMessaging): 

 Send the same message once more with the same message id as the original message. If 
Elhub received the original message and the problem occurred in the transport of the 
response, Elhub will have received the same message twice and will reject the second 
message due to duplicates by a SOAP Fault. It is up to the market party to detect these 
situations. The duplicate error message can normally be ignored in this situation as the 
sender knows the same message has been sent twice. 

 Always ask for confirmation messages and by doing so you will know after some time if Elhub 
received the original message or not. If no confirmation or rejection message is received 
within a reasonable time, the original message is to be resent with a new message id. If no 
confirmation message is requested and the message is resent in case of a transport failure, 
the second message may be rejected with an error indicating a crossing process. The sender 
will then not know if the conflict occurred due to it sending in the original message (the first 
message was received) or because there is another process that gives the error. In this case 
we risk Elhub and the sender to be out of sync so resending with a new message id without 
having requested confirmation messages is not recommended. If a confirmation message 
was requested, but not received within some time and the sender sent the message once 
more with a new message id, but Elhub did in fact receive the original message, response 
messages will eventually be sent for both of these messages. The sender will then either get 
two rejections, two confirmations, or one confirmation and one rejection, and must based on 
this figure out the net status. If there are more transport failures, more than two messages 
may have been sent. 

 The third option is to have no automatic handling of these error situations and instead log on 
to the Elhub Web Portal to check statuses. This may include checking the status of the 
metering point contract in case of a move out or by checking for initiated processes in case of 
a future change of supplier. If the status indicates that the message was not received, it is to 
be resent. In this case you can choose to use the original message id or a new one. There is 
no guarantee that you will be able to figure out if the message was received or not with 
100% accuracy. 

Note: Before data are sent to Elhub, they must have been persisted in a state signaling they are to be 
sent. When Elhub acknowledges it has received the data in the SOAP Response, the data must 
change state to having been sent. This means that if the sender crashes, the sender will be able to 
pick up the unsent message and resend it when it starts. If the sender did not persist the data bef ore 
sending the message, Elhub might have processed the request, but the sending system might not 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML_Schema_(W3C)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WS-ReliableMessaging
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have any trace of sending the message and might also not have the correct state in the business 
data. 

After the message has been processed, any errors (rejections) will be made available on the polling 
service. When polling, a number of messages of different types can be returned. Elhub will return 
whatever messages are available (but not necessarily all) at the time of the polling and return no 
messages if there are none. The data will be compressed using HTTP compression and the calling 
system must support this. After the market party has persisted the received messages, an 
Acknowledgement message referring to the polled data set must be sent back to Elhub on the polling 
service to confirm that the messages has been received. If no acknowledgement is received within a 
predefined timeout, the same data set will be returned again. This timeout has yet to be defined, but 
we are thinking in the order of 30 minutes. It is not a requirement to have updated all business 
objects based on the received polling result before acknowledging to Elhub. It is enough that the 
polling result has been persisted and so the market party can guarantee that the data will be 
processed. 

It is optional to have a confirmation message returned when Elhub has finished processing the 
request. It is specified in the message header if such a confirmation is wanted. It is recommended to 
only request a confirmation if the designed business logic needs it to complete the processing of the 
update. Also consider if it is necessary to build logic needing the positive confirmation as it is best for 
Elhub to avoid having to send these messages. The positive confirmation is similar to the positive 
APERAK in the current market. Messages in the MarketProcesses WSDL will support positive 
confirmation (with the exception of BRS-NO-317). Metering values will never get any form of positive 
confirmation. For queries, the query result is the positive confirmation, but for long running queries 
(like service requests), it is possible to ask for the positive confirmation. The confirmation message 
will be returned in the polling service. 

The rejections in the polling result will contain the id of the message they have  rejected. The sending 
system must keep track of the id of the messages that have been sent in order to be able to correlate 
the rejection with the message that sent the data and from that figure out which action has to be 
taken on which data to remedy the error. The optional confirmation messages follow the same 
pattern with a reference to the original message. 

The sequence diagram below shows three different scenarios when sending synchronous messages 
with asynchronous processing. The first is the normal scenario where the message is received, the 
second shows a case with XSD validation error, the last shows the case when the sender does not 
receive the SOAP Response and sends the same message for a second time with the same message id 
in order to get the proper rejection (duplicate error) if the original message was received by Elhub (as 
mentioned above, this is one of the three options to handle the transport failure. Another option is 
to have requested a confirmation message and sending the same message with a new message id if it 
seems like Elhub did not receive the original message. The third option is to send the message again 
after having done a manual check in Elhub first and figuring out it was not received by Elhub). 
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Figure 1 Asynchronous incoming message pattern 

 

 

6.2.2 Polling 

As Elhub process messages asynchronously, it is recommended to run polling separated from the 
transfer of data to Elhub. Below we can see that you first poll for data to get some data and then 
send an Acknowledgement to confirm that the data has been received. 

Four scenarios are shown for the polling case. In addition to these flows, there can also be SOAP 
Faults returned for both the Polling and the Acknowledgement. First the normal case with a result set 
is shown, here you have to acknowledge that the data has been received. Next is the case when 
there are no data to return in the polling (the returned response object will be empty (NULL)), then 
there is no acknowledgement. The third and fourth cases shows the cases when the sender does not 
receive the response based on the sent input. In both cases, the sender is expected to send the 
request again, but the message id must be different from the original in both cases (this is different 
from sending in updates as described above). The id that is being acknowledged is to be the same as 
in the original message in scenario four. 

Every message must have a BRS identificator in it. Polling is not defined as a separate BRS, but as the 
same type of header is used for polling messages as for other messages, a specific POLL BRS is 
defined in the legal value definition to use when polling. The Document Type to specify in the polling 
messages, both the initial poll and the later Acknowledgement, is 21 (list agency identifier 6). 
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The polling message will specify which role to retrieve data for. It is possible to choose to have 
messages for all roles the market party has or only for a single role. It will not be possible to specify a 
specific BRS in the polling to only poll data for that BRS. 

 

Figure 2 Polling timing 

 

 

6.2.3 CollectedData 

Sending in metering values (CollectedData) follow the same pattern as "Request Start of Supply", but 
uses different services for sending in the data and polling the data. Errors in metering data are sent in 
Acknowledgement messages. Confirmations that the metering data has been processed will never be 
sent even though the message format supports requesting it.  
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In a CollectedData message there is usually data for several metering points. The CollectedData 
message as a whole has an id and each repeating metering point (payload) has a separate id. Some of 
the metering values can be accepted and some rejected (one payload element is either rejected or 
accepted, but one payload might be accepted and another rejected). A separate Acknowledgement 
message is sent for each payload that is rejected. This acknowledgement message will contain 
references to both the header of the original CollectedData message and also to the particular 
payload that was rejected. This means one CollectedData message may result in more than one 
Acknowledgement message from Elhub. If all the values were accepted, there will be no response 
from Elhub. 

Metering values sent in to Elhub must be compressed and the  data received on the polling service 
will be compressed (both by HTTP compression). 

As metering values does not contain a state in the same way as the market processes, you can 
resend the original message with a new message id in cases of transport failures, but this may lead to 
duplicate updates in Elhub. 

6.2.4 Query 

Query messages (except for Request Upfront Metering Point Characteristics) will also follow the 
asynchronous pattern described for "Request Start of Supply".  

Of the query messages, only the service request messages (RequestToGridAccessProvider and 
RequestToElhub) will support requesting confirmation message. The reason is that for the other 
queries, the result will either be a rejection or the actual query result which will be made available at 
the same time as a confirmation message would have been made available. For the service requests 
it may take a long time to have a query result sent back. Due to this Elhub will support confirmation 
messages for the service request messages. 

The data will be made available on the polling service. If the query is related to metering values 
(applies to the RequestDataFromElhubRequest message and depends on the specified query type), 
the responses (including Acknowledgement) will be made available on the PollMeteringValues 
service. All other query related results will be returned in the PollMarketProcesses service. 

For queries that require manual processing from either Elhub operators or the grid owner (service 
requests), there is no guarantee that there will ever be sent a response to the query. Also the 
response to a service request may not come for several days so there is no use in resending the 
query shortly after the initial query if no response is received. Please wait at least some days in order 
to allow the recipient time to answer the request. 

If there is some transport failure where the SOAP Response is not received by the sender, the same 
integration pattern as for "Request Start of Supply" apply, but instead of having the option to check 
for confirmation messages, the existence of a query result is to be checked instead in some situations 
(as only service requests will support confirmation messages). As there is no state related to queries, 
sending the original query with a new request id is also an option, but this may result in having 
duplicate search results. 

6.2.4.1 Request Upfront Metering Point Characteristics 

This query request is used when a balance supplier wants to check the existence of a metering point 
or find the metering points of a potential new customer. 

The processing of Request Upfront Metering Point Characteristics will be done synchronously. When 
Elhub receives the request, a check of the signing is done. If this fails, a SOAP Fault will be returned. 
Next an XSD validation is done and if it fails, a SOAP Fault will be returned. If the message passes 
both of these, Elhub will process the request and return the result of the request in a SOAP 
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Response. The result can be a negative response (negative Acknowledgement) or the requested data. 
If there is some internal problem in Elhub that prevents the request from being processed within a 
predefined timeout, an error will be returned (SOAP Fault). The sender must then retry the request 
with a new message id at a later time. If there is some transport failure where the SOAP Response is 
not received by the sender, the message must be sent again with a new message id (note that this 
differs from the asynchronous case). 

The sequence diagram below shows the four different scenarios when sending synchronous 
messages. The first is the normal scenario where the message is received and the request is ok, the 
second shows a technically correct message with functional errors (maybe the metering point does 
not exist), the third shows a case with XSD validation error, the last shows the case when the sender 
does not receive the SOAP Response and sends the same message for a second time, but with a new 
message id in order to avoid getting a SOAP Fault if the original message was received by Elhub.  

 

Figure 3 Synchronous incoming message pattern 
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6.3 Validation 
Elhub expects senders of messages to do an XSD validation of the data sent to Elhub in order to 
prevent Elhub from failing in the XSD validation. Elhub will still do an XSD validation.  
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7 Service providers and Roles 

If a service provider acts on behalf of some other market party (grid owner A is owning the data, but 
service provider B is sending the messages), the service provider will specify the id of the real market 
party as the juridical sender in the header of the messages it sends on the messaging interface. The 
id of the service provider will be specified as the physical sender (market parties that does not have a 
service provider will specify its own id in both elements). The service provider will sign the message 
using its own certificate (messages are always signed by the physical sender). Elhub will check that 
the service provider is allowed to act on behalf of the specified market party in the specified role (it is 
possible to have different service providers for different roles, but not a finer granularity like BRS). A 
SOAP Fault will be returned if the service provider is not allowed to operate on behalf of the market 
party. 

 

Figure 4 Service provider, incoming 

 

 

If Elhub rejected the message (after accepting it technically), the response message will be made 
available to the physical sender of the original message. 

When Elhub generates a message to a market party that is not a direct response to an incoming 
message from the same market party (for example a NotifyEndOfSupply), it checks if the market 
party has a service provider for the specific role and forwards the message to the service provider 
(makes it available for polling by the service provider) if that is the case. The message header in the 
returned message will specify the id of the real market party as the juridical recipient (there is no 
physical recipient element). 
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Figure 5 Service provider, outgoing 

 

 

On the polling interface, the service provider is to specify its own id in the message header (both 
physical and juridical). In the message payload there is an option to specify the market party to get 
data for (along with the role). This allows the service provider to choose to ge t data belonging to 
itself (if it operates both as a service provider and a market party), one of the market parties it serves 
or all data that is available for it, regardless of market party (both itself and the market parties it 
serves). The messages returned from Elhub in the polling interface will always identify the market 
party owning the data in the message header. Similar options is also available to filter on the roles in 
order to get data for a single role or all roles. 
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Figure 6 Service provider, polling 
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8 Polling Format 

The polling message format is described in the BIM.  The polling message will use the standard 
Header and Process Context. The juridical sender and role in the header of the polling message are 
not relevant, but are mandatory and must be specified. The payload part will specify the market 
party and role to get data for. The market party id is only relevant for service providers (as described 
above). The role is most relevant for service providers and grid owners. This allows the sender of the 
message to specify that messages for all its roles are to be returned or only a single role. The valid 
codes for roles and scheme/list identifiers are the same as the similar definitions in the header 
structure as shown in the BIM. 

The returned message from the polling will be a  PollForDataResponse message. This message will 
contain an identificator of the returned data set that is to be used when Acknowledging that the data 
has been received and the returned messages. The returned message will have a size limited to a 
number of MB and a number of messages. At the moment we are thinking of never returning more 
than 100MB of uncompressed data. There will never be more than 9999 messages in a returned data 
set, but some of these messages can be big (for example metering value messages). Also Elhub does 
not guarantee to return all available messages in one polling.  

The Acknowledgement message with status 39 (Accepted) is to be used when confirming the receipt 
of the poll result by referring to the message returned from the polling. 

Description of the poll response message (PollForDataResponse): 

Element 
name 

Description Data Type 

Identification Identifier of the data set. Used as input in the 
Acknowledgement of the polling 

UUID 

ResultDataSet The BIM messages returned in the polling List of BIM messages of 
different types 

 All elements are mandatory, but the PollForDataResponse itself is optional (nillable="true" in the 
XSD) as there does not have to be anything to return.  
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9 File Descriptions 

The files (WSDLs, XSDs and other documentation) will be stored in a folder representing the version 
of the interface. The first production release will have version v1 and all versions up to the first 
production release will also have version v1. Inside the version folder there are several folders: 

 bim: Contains the XSDs for the BIM. 

 example xmls: Contains examples xmls based on the BIM XSDs. 

 wsdl: Contains the web service definitions. At the root of this folder you find the WSDLs and 
the XSD sub folder contains data structures used by the WSDL to envelope the BIM 
documents and to define non-BIM types like the polling messages. There are two sets of 
WSDLs, one with support for WS-Security and one without (separated with name suffix).  

 bindings: Contains optional binding files to use when generating code (currently only JAXB 
binding files are included). 

 soapui: Contains the different SoapUI projects. 
 documentation: This document and the BIM description. 

9.1 Binding Files 
The main purpose of the binding files are to help JAXB to generate enumerations for XSD 
enumerations with numeric values. The C# code generator does this by default. There is currently 
one binding file available: 

 jaxb_numeric.xml maps numeric enumerations to a textual representation. It does this by 
prefixing the numeric value with "VALUE_". This means an enumeration with value 6 is 
mapped to VALUE_6 and 89 is mapped to VALUE_89. 

The mappings only apply to the generated code, the xml generated when serializing objects will still 
be the same. You can change the binding file if you do not like the names. It is optional to use it.  

To use the mapping file with wsimport use the "-b" switch and refer to the binding file. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_Architecture_for_XML_Binding
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C_Sharp_(programming_language)
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10 Request/Response Descriptions 

Below is a short description of the different WSDL files. 

10.1 MarketProcesses.wsdl 
As mentioned previously, the incoming message has the name <BIM type>Request. The response is 
empty (http 200). The request will contain the corresponding BIM type. If the update is rejected, the 
rejection message will be returned in PollMarketProcesses. If a positive acknowledgement is 
requested, that will also be returned in PollMarketProcesses. The values can be sent compressed. 

10.2 MeteringValues.wsdl 
There are two messages in this file: 

 The message is called CollectedDataRequest is used for sending metering values and contains 
a CollectedData element from the BIM. The response will be empty (http 200). If the update 
is rejected, the rejection message (negative Acknowledgement) will be returned in 
PollMeteringValues. There will be one Acknowledgement for each payload (metering point) 
that is rejected. The values must be sent compressed. 

 AcknowledgeRequest uses the standard BIM Acknowledgement type. It is used to reject 
meter indexes or estimated annual consumption received from the balance suppliers. Only 
negative Acknowledgment messages are to be sent (PayloadResponseEvent must be 41). The 
OriginalBusinessDocumentReference in the PayloadResponseEvent must refer to the 
Identification in the header of the received CollectedData. The OriginalPayloadReference 
must refer to the Identification of the payload to reject. If several payloads are to be 
rejected, there must be one AcknowledgeRequest for each payload that is rejected.  

10.3 Query.wsdl 
The queries follow the same naming convention with <BIM type>Request. There is one synchronous 
message with a response message called <BIM type>Response 
(RequestUpfrontMeteringPointCharacteristicsResponse). The other queries are asynchronous and 
will respond with an empty response (http 200). 

The result of the asynchronous queries will be returned in PollMarketProcesses except for queries for 
metering values (applies to RequestDataFromElhubRequest and depends on the specified query 
type) which will be returned in PollMeteringValues. Any acknowledgement message for an 
asynchronous query will be returned in the same polling service as the expected data would have 
been returned in. This also apply to positive Acknowledgement where applicable.  

The values can be sent compressed. 

10.4 PollMarketProcesses.wsdl 
There are two messages in this file: 

 PollForDataRequest uses the BIM type PollForData. The payload specifies which market party 
and role to get data for. As mentioned previously, the BRS identificator is to be POLL. It will 
return a set of messages that are available for retrieval based on the specified market party 
and role. The result data will be a set of BIM types where there can be several different types 
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in a single response. In addition an id is returned for the data set. If there are no values to 
return, the response object will be empty (NULL). Confirmation messages will be returned as 
positive Acknowledgement message (status 39, Accepted) except for confirmation of Start 
and End of Supply which have specific confirmation messages. The result values will be sent 
compressed in a PollForDataResponse message. The input request can be sent compressed. 
Compression must be supported for the response. 

 AcknowledgePollRequest uses the standard BIM Acknowledgement type. The 
OriginalBusinessDocumentReference in the PayloadResponseEvent must refer to the id 
returned in the top of the PollForDataResponse. The status type in PayloadResponseEvent 
must be 39 (Accepted) as Elhub does not accept rejections of pollings. There will also be no 
option for partial accept of the polling result. The reponse message is empty (http 200). The 
request can be sent compressed. 

10.5 PollMeteringValues.wsdl 
The messages in this file are similar to those in PollMarketProcesses.wsdl, but different data will be 
returned. 
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11 Message Transfer Intervals 

11.1 Market Processes 
One message in the Market Processes interface relates to only one metering point for one specific 
process. We encourage that these messages are sent as soon as practically possible instead of 
bulking them up and sending a relatively large set of messages in close succession. This still does not 
mean we discourage having a schedule that looks for messages to send as long as the interval 
between each sending is not too long (at most a couple of hours). In theory messages can be sent as 
often as you like on the MarketProcesses service. This does in particular apply to messages related to 
start and end of supply. Only send messages for updates of master data and customer information 
when there are changes to the data sent to Elhub, not when some other related data that is not sent 
to Elhub is changed in the source system. 

11.2 Query 
The Query service can be used as often as needed, but as the result from the queries only benefit the 
sender of the query, it must not be misused by querying for data untimely. This in particular applies 
to query for metering values which is not allowed be used as part of a normal flow as there are 
options to subscribe for metering values and have Elhub make new values available on the polling 
service automatically. 

11.3 Metering Values 
Sending of metering values must be bulked. The CollectedData message supports sending values for 
several metering points (9999) in the same message and also for more than one hour at a time 
(9999). 

11.3.1 Hourly Values 

Elhub will require that all metering values for a consumption metering point channel for a day is sent 
in the same message as of now, with the possibility of more frequent options in later versions of 
Elhub. You are not allowed to send the hourly values as they come in to your systems, but must 
buffer these and send them once the day is complete. Also the hourly values for a day for a metering 
point channel must be grouped together in a single payload element in the CollectedData message, 
not split on several payload elements. Note that this allows sending different channels for a metering 
point in different messages, but you are also allowed to send all or several channels in a single 
message. 

A single CollectedData message must contain data for as many metering points as practically 
possible. As metering values are collected after midnight for the preceding day (either all values for 
the day or the last hour of the day), you can start sending the metering values for the metering 
points that have been completed in bulks. You do not have to wait until all metering points have 
been collected, but at the same time you are not allowed to send the metering points one by one. 
The general rule is you must delay sending until you have metering values for at least 1000 metering 
points and then send these in a single message (you are allowed to wait until you have metering 
values for 9999 metering points). If the 07:00 limit for metering values is closing, you can send the 
metering values in smaller batches in order to not risk sending them after the 07:00 limit. The reason 
for doing so is when you fear the data will not be processed by Elhub by 07:00. There will be no hard 
enforcing of these rules by rejecting small messages, but this will be monitored. In addition to this, in 
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the 00:00-07:00 interval you are allowed to send messages with fewer than 1000 metering points if it 
is more than 1 hour since the last time a message was sent. That means you do not have to buffer 
more than 1000 messages if it is more than 1 hour since the last sending of metering values and that 
you can send fewer than 1000 metering points if it is more than 1 hour since the last sending of 
metering values. Note that sending messages every hour on the hour are to be avoided as that would 
give an unnatural peak. 

The rules above also applies to corrections done outside the 00:00-07:00 period (07:00-00:00). These 
messages are also be buffered and sent in bulks of 1000 metering points or more, but you are 
allowed to send fewer than 1000 metering points in a message if it is more than 1 hour since the last 
message. For corrections, you are allowed to send only the corrected hours, you do not have to send 
the entire day. If there are several corrections for a single day, it is recommended that these are sent 
in the same message. This also apply if there are corrections for two non-consecutive hours, these 
are not be sent as two single hourly corrections, but as a single correction with at least all values in 
the interval, but sending the entire day is also allowed. 

For exchange points and larger production points, you are allowed, after agreement with Elhub, to 
send metering values hourly, but the others rules regarding grouping of messages still apply. This 
means you can handle exchange points and production points similar as described in the correction 
scenario. 

Note that these rules applies per combination of physical and juridical sender. This means a service 
provider does not have to consider these rules across all market parties it is serving. It also means the 
physical senders for a market party with more than one physical sender of metering values do not 
have to consider these rules across the different physical senders. However a market party with 
several head-end instances will have to look at the rules combined for all nodes as long as there is a 
single physical sender of the metering values. This means the different head-end instances cannot 
build messages independently of each other and must go through an MDM or similar.  

As mentioned, the CollectedData message supports 9999 metering points with 9999 hourly values, 
but Elhub will not support large amount of both metering points and hourly values in the same 
message. If the number of metering points is high, the number of hourly values must be low. 
Similarly, if you need to transfer a lot of hourly values for some metering points, the number of 
metering points must be low. The general rule is to limit the total number of hourly values (summed 
for all metering points) in one message to no more than 250 000. This means if you send hourly 
values for a single day, you can send 9999 metering points, but if you want to increase the numb er 
hourly values, the number of metering points must be lowered. Elhub will reject metering value 
messages with more than 250 000 hourly values. The rules here may seem to conflict with the rule of 
at least 1000 metering points per message, but that is not the case as the main rule can be translated 
to sending at least 25 000 hourly values per message. 

Metering values are to be sent in as early as possible with regard to the 07:00 (Central European 
Time with daylight saving) limit and not delayed until close to 07:00. By starting the data collection 
just after midnight and sticking to the rules described above, it is expected data to be sent to Elhub 
before 07:00 with a good margin. Metering values not processed (received and stored) by Elhub 
within 07:00 will not be included in the calculations. In order to make sure all metering values are 
processed by Elhub, it is recommended that the large bulk of metering values have been sent by 
05:00. Note that for the day of transition to daylight saving time (last Sunday in March), the period 
for sending metering values will be 1 hour shorter than normal. This means your systems must be 
able to finish all collection and sending of metering values in 6 hours. At this transition day, Elhub will 
still need to receive the messages early enough to be able to process the message before 07:00 in 
order to have the values included in the calculations. 
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11.3.2 Non-hourly Metering Values 

Non-hourly metering values must have the same sending pattern as the hourly values with regard to 
bulking metering points. These values are in no way limited to the 00:00-07:00 period. As hourly 
metering values and non-hourly metering values belong to different BRSes, it is not possible to mix 
these in a single message. The non-hourly metering points are also to be bulked into messages with 
at least 1000 metering points in a single message and you will be allowed to send a message with 
fewer metering points if it has been 1 hour or more since the last sending of a message with non -
hourly metering points (hourly and non-hourly messages are seen separately here so the 1 hour rule 
runs independently, which means you can send two small messages per hour as long as they are for 
different types of metering points). 

11.4 Estimated Annual Consumption 
Estimated annual consumption in BRS-NO-317 is to be grouped with the same rules as for non-hourly 
metering values with at least 1000 metering points per message and the 1 hour rule.  

11.5 Polling 
You will not know when there will be data available on the polling services. The expectation is that 
the outgoing messages from Elhub will not be needed immediately so continuous polling by sending 
a new polling request immediately after the previous one ended will not be needed. This means a 
more or less fixed polling schedule is recommended. The polling scheme will be like this (does not 
show processing of the received data and acknowledgement as the important thing to show here is 
the waiting scheme): 
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Figure 7 Polling pattern 

 

 If no data or a small data set was returned, you must wait at least 5 seconds before polling 
again (counting from the time the response was received). 

 If the response included a large dataset you are allowed to do a new polling after minimum a 
1 second delay (counting from the time the response was received) as Elhub may have more 
values. You are not required to do this. Elhub has configurable options for how many 
messages to include in a polling result and how many MB will at most be returned. At the 
moment these configurations are set to 1000 messages and 100MB. This means if you 
received a dataset less than this, you are to wait for at lest 5 seconds before polling again. If 
you received this amount of data (either 1000 messages or close to 100MB in xml) you are 
allowed to poll after minimum a 1 second delay. These message size limits can change. 

 Polling must be done at least once per hour in order to not have huge outgoing queues 
building up. If the polling interval is too long you risk losing data. We have not defined how 
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long a period we guarantee to keep the messages, but it is expected to at least be a number 
of days, but that is only to support downtime issues. 

 Even though it is allowed to poll every 5 seconds, Elhub would appreciate if polling intervals 
were longer. Polling every 5 seconds could be done when you are waiting for a query result, 
but in other circumstances, longer wait periods would mean less stress on Elhub.  

The waiting above is until you can query for the same market party and role. If the query is split into 
querying per role, you are allowed to query for the next role immediately, but when all roles have 
been polled, the waiting must be done. 

Elhub has two polling interfaces and the polling rules are the same for both interfaces. You are not 
required to synchronize polling on the two interfaces. This also means there is no requirement that 
after polling on the market processes interface, you must wait 5 seconds before polling on the 
metering values interface. 

11.6 Monitoring 
The message transfer rates will be monitored in order to detect any misuse of the interface. This will 
in particular apply to the "Request Upfront Metering Point Characteristics" message (the 
replacement of NUBIX). 

11.7 Parallel Sending of Messages 
Elhub supports receiving messages in parallel. This means is it possible to send in multiple messages 
simultaneously, but for the same metering point we recommend not not to send messages in 
parallel. The reason for this is in this case Elhub cannot guarantee processing the messages in the 
expected order as Elhub may receive the second message before the first one. The recommendation 
is to at least wait until the first message has been received by Elhub (http response received) before 
sending the next message for the same metering point. 
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12 SOAP Fault Definition 

When there is a technical error, a SOAP Fault will be returned. The SOAP Fault will have these 
properties: 

 

XML element Description Car
d 

Max 
Length 

Content 

faultcode Who made the 
mistake that 
resulted in the fault. 
Standard part of a 
SOAP Fault 
soapenv:Client - The 
client made a 
mistake 
soapenv:Server - 
The server has en 
error 

1..1  http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelo
pe/ 

faultstring Standard part of a 
SOAP Fault. 
Description of the 
fault. This element 
cannot be processed 
automatically. 

1..1  http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelo
pe/ 

CodeGroup The type of fault: 

 XSD: The 
message 
failed the 
XSD 
validation 

 Compressio
n: Message 
data is not 
compressed 
or the client 
does not 
accept to 
receive 
compressed 
data 

 Security: 
The 
message 
failed in the 
signature 
check, 
authorizatio
n etc. 

1..1 Enumeratio
n 

 

http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/
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XML element Description Car
d 

Max 
Length 

Content 

 System: An 
internal 
error caused 
Elhub to be 
unable to 
process the 
request 

 UUID: The 
message ID 
is not 
unique (has 
been 
received 
previously) 

 Size: The 
XML is too 
big (in MB). 
Currently 
only 
relevant for 
CollectedDa
ta 

 Date: The 
message is 
not allowed 
to be sent in 
at this date 
(the BRS is 
not active at 
the 
moment) 

 Other: Some 
other error 
situation. 
Used to be 
able to 
update with 
new 
validations 
without 
having to 
update the 
interface 
immediately
. "Other" is 
not 
intended for 
long time 
use and a 
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XML element Description Car
d 

Max 
Length 

Content 

proper code 
will, 
normally, be 
introduced 
in the first 
upcoming 
update of 
the 
interface. 

 

Description Short description of 
the error. This 
element cannot be 
processed 
automatically. 

1..1 A100  

ExceptionDateTim
e 

When the fault was 
created 

1..1  YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SSZ 
or 
YYYY-MM-DDTHH:MM:SS[+-][HH:MM] 

FaultText Details of the fault 
like information 
about the element 
that failed XSD 
validation. This 
element cannot be 
processed 
automatically. 

0..1 A1000  
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13 Message Identification 

As specified in the BIM, all message identifications are to be UUIDs. Note that these are to be real 
UUIDs generated by standard UUID generators and not just a string that follows the UUID pattern. 
We recommend using the version 4 (random) of UUID generation, but this is not a requirement.  

In the CollectedData messages, there is an Identification element inside the payload part 
(PayloadEnergyTimeSeries). Elhub will not validate that this identification id unique over time, but it 
must be unique within a single CollectedData message. Elhub will always send unique Identification 
values in the payload part when it sends metering values (NotifyValidatedDataForBillingEnergy and 
PriceVolumeCombinationForReconciliation). It is recommended to use a payload id that is unique 
over time. The id of the CollectedData message itself (Identification inside the He ader element) must 
be unique over time. This will be validated by Elhub. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universally_unique_identifier
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14 XML contents 

14.1 Namespace 
Elhub highly recommends to define namespaces in the header of the message and not on the 
individual elements in order to reduce message size. If the namespace i s put on the individual xml 
elements, there is a risk that the message will be rejected due to size constraints (applies to 
CollectedData). If it turns out that messages with repeated namespaces results in problems, we will 
define a hard requirement regarding the use of namespace prefixes. 

Namespace prefixes are to be small like ns1, ns2 etc and urn1, urn2 etc.  

14.2 Whitespaces 
Elhub highly recommend to send messages without pretty printing (newline and whitespaces). If 
pretty printing is used, there is a risk that the message will be rejected due to size constraints 
(applies to CollectedData). If it turns out that messages with pretty printing results in problems, we 
will define a hard requirement regarding pretty printing. 

14.3 Encoding 
Messages sent to Elhub must be encoded as utf-8 (Content-Type: text/xml; charset=UTF-8). Data in 
responses from Elhub will be similarly encoded. Messages with other encodings will be rejected. If 
the wrong encoding is used, the "Other" Fault Code will be returned. 
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15 Appendix A - SoapUI package 

To show the main services and interaction patterns we have included a SoapUI package with support 
for the Elhub WSDLs. This appendix includes instructions for this SoapUI package.  

The intention of this package is for developers and architects to understand the web services and the 
integration patterns required to integrate with Elhub. 

You may connect your own applications to the mock projects. The returned values are quite fixed 
and for the most part do not relate directly to the request sent in. Some timestamps and message ids 
will be automatically generated. There is also no memory/state in the SoapUI package so no checks 
for duplicate message ids or similar will be done. 

15.1 Security 
The projects shown below does not have support for WS-Security. In addition to those projects, there 
are also duplicate projects with a suffix "WS-Security" that use WSDLs where WS-Security is enabled. 

The projects with WS-Security is running on the same ports as the projects without WS-Security. This 
means you cannot run both in parallel without doing the proper port changes. 

The projects with WS-Security will generate signed messages (the signed request can be seen in the 
Raw tab in the request). The signed response is shown directly. 

The messages are signed using dummy certificates. The projects supporting security does not do any 
security validations and will accept unsigned requests as well. 

15.2 Preparations 

15.2.1 Prerequisite 

 If you haven't installed SoapUI (http://www.soapui.org/) already, begin with downloading it 
and installing it. 

15.2.2 Importing projects to SoapUI 

1. Start by opening SoapUI 

http://www.soapui.org/
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2. Go to File -> Import Project 

 
 

3. Navigate to the soapui-folder in the package and select a project and press "Open". 
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4. Repeat steps 1-3 for all SoauUI-files. 

 
 

15.2.3 SoapUI Preferences 

1. Go to "File -> Preferences" 
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2. Go to "Editor Settings" and make sure that "Abort invalid requests" is not checked.  

 
 

15.3 Sample 1 - Elhub-MarketProcesses 
Before you start using the requests, you need to start the two mock-services. 
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15.3.1 Start mockservices 

1. Expand "Elhub-MarketProcess"-project and right click on "MockService" and select "Start 
Minimized". 

 
 

2. Right click on "ElhubSoapFaultMockService" and select "Start Minimized". 

 
 

15.3.2 Calling the mock services: 

1. Expand "Elhub-MarketProcesses" -> "MarketProcessSoapBinding" and select any of the 
operations. For each of the operations, there are defined three different types of requests:  
a. ValidRequest - This is a syntactically correct message. 
b. ValidRequest - System/SecurityFault - This is a syntactically correct message, however 

the mock service returns a ElhubSoapFault response illustrating that there were some 
sort of error related to either security or Elhub. This is a fault scenario. 

c. XSDValidationErrorRequest - This is not a syntactically valid request and therefore, the 
response returned by the mock service is a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD.  

2. Double click on any of the requests and click on the top-left icon (play) to send a request. 
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3. The response from the mock service can be viewed on the right pane: 

 
 

15.3.3 Endpoints: 

There are two mock services: 

 MockService: 
o Listens on: http://localhost:8080/WebService/services/MarketProcesses 
o Returns a syntactically correct response 
o Or a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD in case the request is not valid according to the XSD. 

 ElhubSoapFaultMockService 
o Listens on: http://localhost:8090/WebService/services/MarketProcesses 
o Returns a ElhubSoapFault of type Security or System 
o Or a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD in case the request is not valid according to the XSD.  

http://localhost:8080/WebService/services/MarketProcesses
http://localhost:8090/WebService/services/MarketProcesses
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15.4 Sample 2 - Elhub-MeteringValues 
Before you start using the requests, you need to start the two mock-services. 

15.4.1 Start mockservices 

1. Expand "Elhub-MeteringValues"-project and right click on "MockService" and select "Start 
Minimized". 

 
 

2. Right click on "ElhubSoapFaultMockService" and select "Start Minimized". 
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15.4.2 Calling the mock services: 

1. Expand "Elhub-MeteringValues" -> "MeteringValuesSoapBinding" and select the 
CollectedData operation. For the operations, there are defined three different types of 
requests: 
a. ValidRequest - This is a syntactically correct message. 
b. ValidRequest - System/SecurityFault - This is a syntactically correct message, however 

the mock service returns a ElhubSoapFault response illustrating that there were some 
sort of error related to either security or Elhub. This is a fault scenario. 

c. XSDValidationErrorRequest - This is not a syntactically valid request and therefore, the 
response returned by the mock service is a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD.  

2. Double click on any of the requests and click on the top-left icon (play) to send a request. 

 
 

3. The response from the mock service can be viewed on the right pane: 
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15.4.3 Endpoints: 

There are two mock services: 

 MockService: 
o Listens on: http://localhost:8081/WebService/services/MeteringValues 
o Returns a syntactically correct response 
o Or a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD in case the request is not valid according to the XSD. 

 ElhubSoapFaultMockService 
o Listens on: http://localhost:8091/WebService/services/MeteringValues 
o Returns a ElhubSoapFault of type Security or System 
o Or a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD in case the request is not valid according to the XSD.  

15.5 Sample 3 - Elhub-PollMarketProcesses 
Before you start using the requests, you need to start the two mock-services. 

15.5.1 Start mockservices 

1. Expand "Elhub-PollMarketProcess"-project and right click on "MockService" and select "Start 
Minimized". 

 
 

2. Right click on "ElhubSoapFaultMockService" and select "Start Minimized". 

http://localhost:8081/WebService/services/MeteringValues
http://localhost:8091/WebService/services/MeteringValues
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15.5.2 Calling the mock services: 

1. Expand "Elhub-PollMarketProcesses" -> "MarketProcessesPollingSoapBinding" and select any 
of the two operations. For each of the operations, there are defined three different types of 
requests: 
a. ValidRequest - This is a syntactically correct message. It will either return a some 

messages or an empty data set. 
b. ValidRequest - System/SecurityFault - This is a syntactically correct message, however 

the mock service returns a ElhubSoapFault response illustrating that there were some 
sort of error related to either security or Elhub. This is a fault scenario. 

c. XSDValidationErrorRequest - This is not a syntactically valid request and therefore, the 
response returned by the mock service is a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD.  

2. Double click on any of the requests and click on the top-left icon (play) to send a request. 
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3. The response from the mock service can be viewed on the right pane: 

 
 

15.5.3 Endpoints: 

There are two mock services: 

 MockService: 
o Listens on: http://localhost:8082/WebService/services/PollMarketProcesses 
o Returns a syntactically correct response 
o Or a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD in case the request is not valid according to the XSD.  

 ElhubSoapFaultMockService 
o Listens on: http://localhost:8092/WebService/services/PollMarketProcesses 
o Returns a ElhubSoapFault of type Security or System 
o Or a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD in case the request is not valid according to the XSD.  

15.6 Sample 4 - Elhub-PollMeteringValues 
Before you start using the requests, you need to start the two mock-services. 

15.6.1 Start mockservices 

1. Expand "Elhub-PollMeteringValues"-project and right click on "MockService" and select 
"Start Minimized". 

http://localhost:8082/WebService/services/PollMarketProcesses
http://localhost:8092/WebService/services/PollMarketProcesses
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2. Right click on "ElhubSoapFaultMockService" and select "Start Minimized". 

 
 

15.6.2 Calling the mock services: 

1. Expand "Elhub-PollMeteringValues" -> "MeteringValuesPollingSoapBinding" and select any of 
the two operations. For each of the operations, there are defined three different types of 
requests: 
a. ValidRequest - This is a syntactically correct message. It will either return a metering 

value message or an empty data set. 
b. ValidRequest - System/SecurityFault - This is a syntactically correct message, however 

the mock service returns a ElhubSoapFault response illustrating that there were some 
sort of error related to either security or Elhub. This is a fault scenario. 

c. XSDValidationErrorRequest - This is not a syntactically valid request and therefore, the 
response returned by the mock service is a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD.  
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2. Double click on any of the requests and cl ick on the top-left icon (play) to send a request. 

 
 

3. The response from the mock service can be viewed on the right pane: 

 
 

15.6.3 Endpoints: 

There are two mock services: 

 MockService: 
o Listens on: http://localhost:8083/WebService/services/PollMeteringValues 
o Returns a syntactically correct response 
o Or a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD in case the request is not valid according to the XSD.  

 ElhubSoapFaultMockService 
o Listens on: http://localhost:8093/WebService/services/PollMeteringValues 
o Returns a ElhubSoapFault of type Security or System 

http://localhost:8083/WebService/services/PollMeteringValues
http://localhost:8093/WebService/services/PollMeteringValues
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o Or a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD in case the request is not valid according to the XSD.  

15.7 Sample 5 - Elhub-Query 
Before you start using the requests, you need to start the two mock-services. 

15.7.1 Start mockservices 

1. Expand "Elhub-Query"-project and right click on "MockService" and select "Start Minimized". 

 
 

2. Right click on "ElhubSoapFaultMockService" and select "Start Minimized". 
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15.7.2 Calling the mock services: 

1. Expand "Elhub-Query" -> "QuerySoapBinding" and select any of the operations. For each of 
the operations, there are defined three different types of requests: 
a. ValidRequest - This is a syntactically correct message. 
b. ValidRequest - System/SecurityFault - This is a syntactically correct message, however 

the mock service returns a ElhubSoapFault response illustrating that there were some 
sort of error related to either security or Elhub. This is a fault scenario. 

c. XSDValidationErrorRequest - This is not a syntactically valid request and therefore, the 
response returned by the mock service is a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD.  

2. Double click on any of the requests and click on the top-left icon (play) to send a request. 

 
 

3. The response from the mock service can be viewed on the right pane: 
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15.7.3 Endpoints: 

There are two mock services: 

 MockService: 
o Listens on: http://localhost:8084/WebService/services/Query 
o Returns a syntactically correct response 
o Or a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD in case the request is not valid according to the XSD.  

 ElhubSoapFaultMockService 
o Listens on: http://localhost:8094/WebService/services/Query 
o Returns a ElhubSoapFault of type Security or System 
o Or a ElhubSoapFault of type XSD in case the request is not valid according to the XSD.  

15.8 Sample - WS-Security 
All of the SoapUI-projects with WS-Security are started the same way as the ones without. These 
instructions apply to all of the WS-Security projects. 

15.8.1 Finding the WS-Security header in the request and the response 

1. To be able to see the WS-Security header in the Request message you need to change some 
properties to SoapUI. Go to File -> Preferences 

 
 

2. Go to Editor Settings and make sure "Always validate request messages before they are sent" 
and "Always validate response messages" are selected. Press OK 

http://localhost:8084/WebService/services/Query
http://localhost:8094/WebService/services/Query
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3. Start the both mock services, and send a request. Press the "Raw" section on the re quest 
side, and you'll now be able to see the WS-Security header for the request message. For the 
response you'll be able to see the WS-Security header for in both the "XML" and "Raw" 
section. 

 
 

15.8.2 Checking the WS-Security integrity response 

15.8.2.1 Valid request and response 

1. To see the WS-Security checks for the request message going into the mock open the mock 
service, and double click on the sample message that was sent in earlier from the mock 
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service window. There you'll see request that was received into the mock service. Press the 
WSS section below the request to see the WS-Security checks done. 

 
 

2. To see the WS-Security checks for the response message press the WSS section below the 
response. There you'll see there is no errors, and that the tokens are all val id. 

 
 

15.8.2.2 Invalid request 

1. If you want to send an expired message you first need to disable WS-Security for the request 
message. Double click on the "MarketProcessesSoapBinding" and "Services Endpoints" and 
deselect "SignBody" for the "Outgoing WSS". 
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2. Copy the soap message from the raw message from an earlier sent in request 

 
 

3. Paste it in into the "XML" section 
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4. Call the mock service with this new request. Open up the mock service, and double click on 
the message and select the "WSS" section below the request message. There you'll see a 
message stating: "The security semantics of the message have expired" 

 
 

15.9 Connecting to the SoapUI Package using .Net 
This gives some brief information of how to connect to the WSS enabled SoapUI services. This is not a 
comprehensive tutorial, neither a recommendation for how to connect to Elhub. It is only intended 
to aid in connecting to the WSS enabled SoapUI package using .Net. This uses dummy certificates and 
uses more lax security than to use when communicating with Elhub. 

Generate a dummy certificate for client use, import it (pfx file) into Windows certificate manager and 
set it as ClientCertificate on ClientCredentials:  

 openssl genrsa -out privatekey.pem 1024 
 openssl req -new -x509 -key privatekey.pem -out publickey.cer -days 365 

 openssl pkcs12 -export -out public_privatekey.pfx -inkey privatekey.pem -in publickey.cer 

Extract server certificate from the SoapUI keystore, import it to Windows certificate manager and set 
it as ServiceCertificate in ClientCredentials with CertificateValidationMode = 
X509CertificateValidationMode.None:   

 keytool -export -keystore <ref to soapui folder in provided package>\keystore.jks -file 
<outfile>.cer -alias "elhub test" 

 Password: test 

 keytool is part of the Java SDK 

When creating the channel, set "elhub" as the EndpointIdentity 
(EndpointIdentity.CreateDnsIdentity("elhub")), or define "elhub" in your hosts file and refer to the 
computer running the SoapUI package and use "elhub" as dns name when communicating with the 
SoapUI package. 

Add allowSerializedSigningTokenOnReply="true" and securityHeaderLayout="LaxTimestampLast" to 
the bindings. 
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16 Questions 

Questions related to the interface can be directed to post@elhub.no. 
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